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Abstract

We propose an implementation process for type systems to

permit subdivision of types into distinct universes based

on individual type theories each presenting their own

unique properties. Multi-universe systems can interface

between smooth and discrete definitions of similar values

at the type level. We then present a potential resolution

framework for these values to be incrementally optimised

by a preprocessor for both self-defined primitive types and

high-dimensional abstractions.

Background

Innovations in modern understandings of

type theory alongside classical logical and

categorical frameworks (see Martin-Löf)

have been foundational to the growth of

programming languages in recent years [2],

even leading up to the solution of long-standing

open problems in the programming language

community [4]. Applied operational semantics

in many compiled and interpreted languages

with said formalisation have seen acceptance

into mainstream and developing ecosystems

indeed. Languages like F# within the .NET

ecosystem, Scala 3 (across both the JVM

and the Dotty compiler)1, and more recent

developments like those seen in Idris 2 present

features specific to each locale, such as unit-

of-measurement type definitions (see Kennedy)

and pure I/O mocking [6] [8]. Programming

languages that embed logic within affine types

such as Rust2 add critical value by bringing

exposure of value-agnostic properties (see

1See https://github.com/lampepfl/dotty for current

information of the compatible features between the Dotty

compiler and JVM feature integration
2https://rust-lang.org/
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def. lifetime3) to the developer at face value

[11]. We seek a process to visibly represent

environment-specific features to language users

while allowing optimisation techniques across

individual type domains in order to better

understand the scale of abstraction between

languages and compilation environments and

how well optimisation techniques process

foreign information without extraneous passes.

Inter-universality

(p, q)

(p’, q’)

A B

Figure I. Information exchange between type

universes.

To best understand an approach to unifying type

systems for language users, we first establish

definitions for common terminology set in place

to disambiguate motivations of type theory,

category theory, information theory, compiler

development, and application domains. With

respect to usage in programming languages, a

3https://doc.rust-lang.org/rust-by-

example/scope/lifetime.html

data type T is an internal representation of

a set of properties about an object or data

with an instance v (written v : T ). These

properties, or metadata, hold information such

as type attributes, a method of specifying typed

data within type T, type signatures denoting

the literal syntax and declaration of types,

supertypes, the types from which T derives and

of which it assumes all properties (written T <:

S where S is a supertype of T)4, type invariants

where all values or instances of T may assume

as valid while remaining of type T. We then

present a notion of a type universe U , with

respect to interacting languages, denoting the set

of all possible types under a specific compiler,

language or subset of a language, with a set of

global invariants andmetadataP that formalise a

type’s construction, structure, and destructuring

should it be passed to another context.

Type universes, in particular, become

immediately relevant when discussing

non-equivalent type systems of languages.

Oftentimes the use-case may serve as a

formalisation for questions of language

interoperability, or the ability to convey

information from one computational language

4Type T may also be considered a subtype of S
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to another and vica-versa. Largely due to

the invariants imposed from one language or

another, interoperability can be represented as a

process of information exchange. As visualised

in Figure I, a type universe A from a language

LA may convey information with types

SV
T = {v ∈ V | let v : T}

to a type universe B from a language

LB transfers information by gaining type

information p and stripping type metadata

q. Information can be relayed from B to A

similarly with a process function emitting

gained and lost metadata p′ and q′ respectively.

Previous work in Girard’s linear logic and

subsequently linear (and affine) type systems

have demonstrated an ability to preserve such

properties and metadata of a value for the

duration of its usage as maintained within an

enclosed type system [3]. However, this has

little influence over preservation of metadata

when moving across universes, as would be

later seen in many cases.

In application, the difference of the two

cases appears when interacting between two

or more languages with separate operational

semantics. Type boundaries can be seen directly

when working with C under a foreign-function

interface (or FFI) [5]. A language seeking to call

into code written in C may choose to strip all

metadata and formal properties of information

as it exits the language before entering C

as typeless information, or it may choose to

subsume all primitives of the concerned type

system (in this case, C’s type system) into its

own. Some languages may commonly allow

both paradigms within its own semantics [5]. By

implication, this consequently implies

preserves(SV
A , S

V
B ) 6=⇒ preserves(SV ′

B , SV ′

A )

since a type universeB may subsumeAwith the

direct understanding that strictly A ⊂ B.

Implicit Semantics

The applications of introducing inter-universal

definitions are three-fold: 1) General-purpose

languages may interface with domain-specific

universes unimpeded as to enable new

programming paradigms, 2) General-purpose

languages may extend their functionality

by simulating an anonymous language with

new semantics and integrating it into it own
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type system under a second universe, and 3)

languages may optimise pre-existing definitions

and functionality by reduction and lowering into

optimised domain-specific universes within a

formal subset of said language.

Implicit semantics may present themselves

in cases of direct domain application. Rich

theories of type-level formalisation have been

made available for areas like probability,

both in theory (see Cooper) and interactive

programming languages [7]. Early attempts

at compiler-level reduction have previously

taken on forms, as seen in units of measure

data attributes [1], which are both available as

compiler-reducible types in F# or user-defined

compile-time attributes, as seen in Rust. A more

recent display of interoperable type universes

can be found in the Stan programming language,

where the language has a clear reduction model

to compiler-intrinsic probabilistic functions [9].

As a methodological proposition, metadata-

retaining reduction processes have come

become popular more recently. Idris 2 manages

its own type universe while integrating the

entirety of its semantics when compiling to

Chez Scheme5. The Futhark programming

5https://www.type-driven.org.uk/edwinb/why-is-

idris-2-so-much-faster-than-idris-1.html

language also presents structural typing and

copy elision as presently abtracted in the

language over multiple GPU compute targets

[10]. Similarly, multi-universe definitions

can be targeted as language-level compiler

extensions to a present language lowering to an

adjoint proof system hoisted to a compiler back-

end like LLVM. A predecessor implementation

permitting type generics can be seen in current

use with the Rust programming language6.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have laid out a simple lexicon of common

terminology for applied type theory with respect

to computational languages and optimisation,

and we have introduced the notion of a type

universe for further use in crossing multiple

languages and domains without unnecessary

type conflict. Proposed definitions can be of use

in type resolution, interoperability, optimisation,

and productivity in domain applications.

To further the approach of an inter-universal

language paradigm, we take our next steps in

approaching formal definitions in proof and

multi-paradigm languages like Agda and Idris

6https://github.com/rust-lang/chalk
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(respectively) 7 for the same formulations.
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